Dear Members and Friends,

It is with great sadness we announce the passing of GSI Coordinating Council member Dr. Doris Schwarz-Lisenbee of the Silicon Valley Holocaust Survivor Association. Doris was personally and professionally dedicated to the survivor community and she will be greatly missed.

GSI is marking our 18th anniversary this month. This is a significant number in Jewish tradition as the number 18 represents life. We are heartened that the legacy of our families lives on and as GSI embraces members of the survivor community and multiple generations of their descendants.

Our thanks to those of you who have shared these newsletters, submitted program ideas, sent in links to articles and, in other ways, supported us. Without you we would not have become the largest Holocaust survivor family organization in the world, nor would we be able to serve as the bridge between the international / intergenerational survivor community and the major Holocaust organizations and institutions. May we all go from strength to strength.

Be well,
Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your
information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

_Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust Announces New Partnership to Integrate USC Shoah Foundation Data into JewishGen.org_

The events of the 76th anniversary of the liquidation of the Litzmannstadt (Lodz) Ghetto are available online. This includes the main commemoration and accompanying events.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES

_Holocaust & Genocide Studies Conference_

October 21 – 23, 2020
Middle Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro, TN
For more: Hologen.Conference@mtsu.edu

_Deportations in the Nazi Era – Sources and Research_

November 2 – 4, 2020
Online, Bad Arolsen, Germany

19th Annual Council of Holocaust Educators Conference (CHE)

_Life After Liberation: The Continuance of Violence_

November 17, 2020 9/30/2020 5:41 PM– 9:00 pm ET
November 19, 2020 4:00 – 7:00 pm ET
Zoom Program, Center for Holocaust, Human Rights & Genocide Education, NJ

_Virtual Conference on Holocaust Literature for Children and Young Adults_

November 18, 2020 4:30 – 7:30 pm PT
Sperling Kronberg Mack Holocaust Resource Center, Las Vegas, NV
Non-German Camps During the Holocaust Period
December 7 – 10, 2020
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS

Analyzing Propaganda and Teaching Media Literacy: The Holocaust as a Case Study (Teacher Seminar - Zoom)
Part 1 – October 8 at 3:30 – 5:00 pm ET
Part 2 – October 15 at 3:30 – 5:00 pm ET
Raritan Valley Community College, North Branch, NJ & Echoes and Reflections

Holocaust Educator’s Workshop Online Program
An Introduction to the Defiant Requiem Curriculum
October 13, 2020, 4:30 pm ET
Kean University, Union, NJ

Email hrc@kean.edu to register.

From Swastika to Jim Crow
October 22, 2020  4:00 pm ET
Florida Atlantic University Webinar
Zoom webinar: https://bit.ly/2X2LgF0. For more information: 561-297-2929

Online Holocaust Education Seminar for K-12 educators and MSU students.

Choices Matter: Complicity & Action during the Holocaust
October 23, 2020  9:00 am – 12:00 pm ET
Montclair State University, Montclair, NJ & Echoes and Reflections

Learning Through Experience: Virtual Tour of the Anne Frank House
November 12, 2020  10:30 am ET
Raritan Valley Community College, North Branch, NJ

Using Holocaust Documents Online: The Changing Relationship Between the Archivist and the Users
November 23 – 24, 2020
Virtual Program, Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

LGBTQ + Histories of the Holocaust
January 4 – 8, 2021
Virtual Program, US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Heroines of the Holocaust: 2021 International Symposium
June 2 – 3, 2021
Wagner College Holocaust Center, Staten Island, NY
For more: lmorowit@wagner.edu and holocaust.center@wagner.edu
UPCOMING EVENTS

Exhibit: Rendering Witness: Holocaust Era Art as Testimony

Exhibit: Ordinary Treasures: Highlights from the Museum of Jewish Heritage Collection,
inspired by the Museum’s original Core Exhibition and by the Museum publication To Life: 36
Stories of Memory and Hope.

Now—May 2, 2021—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Auschwitz, Not long ago. Not far away. The most comprehensive exhibition dedicated
to the history of Auschwitz and its role in the Holocaust ever presented in North America. The
NY Times recommends visiting the Museum’s website for historical information, blog posts, and
videos that give further depth to the exhibition.

Now—June 27, 2021—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: They Shall be Counted: The Theresienstadt Ghetto Art of Erich Lichtblau-Lesky

Now—May 2022—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Exhibit: The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide.
This new, original exhibition surveys the scope and brutality of the Nazi system of incarceration
and genocide, underscoring the horrific consequences of intolerance, racism, & authoritarianism.

October 1, 2020, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
The Making Of A Danish Rescue Film: “A Day In October” 30 Years Later. Suggested
donation.

October 1, 2020, 4:00 pm ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ
Working Through the Trauma of the Past: Uncovering Family History in the Holocaust and
WWII with Barbara Gilford, author of Heart Songs: A Holocaust Memoir. Registration
required for zoom link.

October 1, 2020, 4:30 pm ET—Holocaust Resource Center of Kean University, Union, NJ
Online program: History, the Holocaust, & Digital Literacy in the Global
Classroom, presented in partnership with Centropa and Jewish Federation of Greater MetroWest
NJ Holocaust Council. To register: hrc@kean.edu

October 6 – 11, 2020—Various times. Virtual Program.
Documentary premier of the film Determined: The Story of Holocaust Survivor Avraham
Perlmutter at the Chagrin Documentary Film Festival. For more information: Keren Perlmutter,
determinedstory@gmail.com, determinedstory.com

October 6, 2020, 12:00 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Hell Before Their Very Eyes: American Soldiers Liberate Concentration Camps in
Germany with Dr. John McManus.
October 6, 2020, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
The S.S. Officer’s Armchair: Uncovering The Hidden Life Of A Nazi. Suggested donation.

October 7, 2020, 10:00 am CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
Coffee with a Survivor: Second Generation Speaker Sue Spinello. Tune in live Facebook Page

October 8, 2020, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

October 8, 2020, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
Zoom: Against All Odds: Armed Resistance in Auschwitz with Dr. Robert Jan Van Pelt.

October 11, 2020, 2:00 pm ET—Ghetto Fighter’s House, Israel
Mikhal Dekel will present Tehran Children: A Holocaust Refugee Odyssey via Zoom.

October 13, 2020, 12:00 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Rescue Board: The Untold Story of America's Efforts to Save the Jews of Europe

October 13 and 15, 2020—Theaters Nationwide
For theater information and to purchase tickets: http://neveragainthemovie.com/tickets

October 13, 2020, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

October 13, 2020, 2:00 pm ET—NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL
Dr. Irit Felsen Webinar Series: Grandchildren of Survivors are starting to inform about their experiences and their relationships with their 2G parents.

October 14, 2020, 10:00 am CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
Coffee with a Survivor: Steen Metz. Tune in live Facebook Page

October 15, 2020, 7:00 pm ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ
America and its Jews in the 1930s with Dr. Hasia Diner. Registration required for zoom link.

October 16, 2020, 2:00 pm ET—Rampco College, Mahwah, NJ
Virtual program: Hitler’s First Hundred Days.

October 16, 2020, 15 :00 CEST—Village Cinemas, Vienna, Austria
Vienna Jewish film festival international premier of the documentary Determined: The Story of Holocaust Survivor Avraham Perlmutter. For more: determinedstory@gmail.com, determinedstory.com

October 18, 2020, 3:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource and Education Center of FL, Maitland, FL
Virtual conversation with Holocaust Survivor Renee Silver
October 20, 2020, 12:00 pm PT — Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Atrocity Pictures: Antisemitism, the Holocaust, and the Hollywood Studio System Before 1948

October 21, 2020, 12:00 pm ET — Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Virtual Program: Poetry of Psychological Resistance at Auschwitz – The Words of Krystyna Zywulska, a discussion with Dr. Barbara Milewska.

October 22, 2020, 7:30 pm ET — Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
The American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC) to the Rescue in Shanghai: From 1941 to 1951 - Live on Zoom with speaker Sara Halpern. Pay what you wish; registration required to receive Zoom link.

October 23, 2020, 12:30 pm ET — NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL
Virtual Webinar Defeating Hitler’s Final Solution: Preserving Yiddish Culture and Language Today with Riva Ginsburg. Keeping the Yiddish language alive is one of the most powerful ways to defeat Hitler’s goal of “The Final Solution”. A Zoom link will be emailed to you.

October 23, 2020, 2:00 pm ET — Ramapo College, Mahwah, NJ
Virtual program: British Fascist Women, the Anti-War Campaign and Antisemitism

October 25, 2020, 3:00 pm — Center for Holocaust & Genocide Education, Saint Elizabeth University, Morristown, NJ
Zoom Webinar: American Antisemitism in Historical Perspective. Registration required.

October 25, 2020, 8:00 pm ET — NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL
Dr. Irit Felsen Webinar Series: Intergenerational Transmission

October 27, 2020, 2:00 pm ET — NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL
Dr. Irit Felsen Webinar Series Midlife As An Opportunity

October 29, 2020, 7:00 pm ET — Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY

November 1, 2020, 3:00 pm ET — Holocaust Memorial Resource and Education Center of FL, Maitland, FL
Virtual conversation with Holocaust Survivor Peter Feigl

November 1, 2020, 7:00 pm ET — Peninsula Public Library, Lawrence, NY
The Mischlinge Exposé shining light on the stories of Mischlinge (half-Jews) and German Jewish converts in Germany before, during, and after the Holocaust.

November 1, 2020, 8:00 pm ET — NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL
Webinar: The “Dual Reality” of Trauma Survivors and their Children
November 5, 2020, 4:00 pm ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ
*Sousa Mendes and the Refugees of World War II* with Joan Arnay Halperin, 2G author of *My Sister’s Eyes*. Registration required for zoom link.

November 5, 2020, 7:00 pm ET—CANDLES Museum, Terra Haute, IN
*Hanna and Walter: A Love Story* with Julie Kohner. To register for Zoom link: [www.candlesholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.candlesholocaustmuseum.org)

November 6, 2020, 2:00 pm ET—Ramapo College, Mahwah, NJ
*Role of Churches in Nazi Germany and Legacies of Antisemitism* with Rebecca Carter-Chand, USHMM Mandel Center.

November 8, 2020, 2:00 pm—Center for Holocaust & Genocide Education, Saint Elizabeth University, Morristown, NJ

November 9, 2020, 7:30 pm ET—Terezin Music Foundation, Boston, MA
*Terezin Music Foundation 2020 Virtual Gala*

November 10, 2020, 7:00 pm ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queensborough Community College, the Holocaust, Genocide, and Interfaith Education Center at Manhattan College, & the Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies at West Point Academy join for this Virtual Program: *Kristallnacht Commemoration* featuring the keynote presentation, *November 1938 as a Turning Point* by Peter Hayes - Professor of History and German and Theodore Zev Weiss Holocaust Educational Foundation Professor Emeritus at Northwestern University.

November 11, 2020, 4:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
*Family Affairs: Writing Personal Histories* - a series of discussions with leading scholars of modern Jewish history and the Holocaust about researching and writing about Jewish experience from a distinctively personal perspective. Pay what you wish; registration required to receive a link to the Zoom webinar.

November 12, 2020, 1:30 pm ET—NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL
*“Meet the Author” Roslyn Franken: Meant To Be: A True Story of Might, Miracles and Triumph of the Human Spirit.*

November 15, 2020, 3:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource and Education Center of FL, Maitland, FL
*Virtual conversation with Holocaust Survivor Mordecai Paidiel*

November 17, 2020, 7:00 pm CT—World Without Genocide, St. Paul, MN
*From the Nazis’ Jew-Free Cities to Poland’s Gay-Free Cities: The Spread of Hate Today*

Fees.
November 22, 2020, 8:00 pm ET—NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL
Dr. Irit Felsen Webinar: Anxiety and Other Post-Traumatic Reactions in Survivors of the Holocaust

December 2, 2020, 7:00 pm ET—Kean University, Union, NJ
Online program: Murray Pantirer Annual Scholar Lecture featuring Dr. Marion Kaplan. To register: hrc@kean.edu.

December 2, 2020, 7:00 pm CT—World Without Genocide, St. Paul, MN
Genocide and Crimes Against Humanity: Punishing and Preventing the World’s Worst Crimes. Fees.

December 6, 2020, 3:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource and Education Center of FL, Maitland, FL
Virtual conversation with 3rd Generation of a Holocaust Survivor Lauren Meyerowitz Port

December 8, 2020, 2:00 pm ET—NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL
Dr. Irit Felsen Webinar: Intimacy and Trauma

December 9, 2020, 6:00 pm— NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL
Webinar with Avital Meirzon: Mindfulness is the Secret to Effective Self-Care.

December 11, 2020, 12:30 pm ET—NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL

December 20, 2020, 8:00 pm ET—NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL
Dr. Irit Felsen webinar: The Relationships Between Adult Siblings (2Gs) in Holocaust families: Resentments and cut-offs.

FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI... Online newsletters
Yad Vashem September 15, 2020
Yad Vashem September 22, 2020
Bad Arolsen
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club

FYI... Martin-Springer Institute at NAU announces completion of web-based project documenting one soldier’s experience in WWII including the liberation of several camps: James P. Kuykendall Photography Collection

FYI... From the two-time Academy Award-winning film division of the Simon Wiesenthal Center, Moriah Films are now available for streaming. To learn more, watch a trailer, or read about each film, go to Moriah Films new website, moriahfilms.com
**FYI...** Since the Corona virus shutdown there have been virtual programs on the Holocaust. These are some of the programs:

**May 19:** HMTC's Book Talk on "All the Horrors of War" with Bernice Lerner & Rachel Mermelstein

**June 4:** Theological Responses to the Holocaust

**July 19:** Interview with Ursula Israelski, a South Bay Holocaust Survivor.

**September 2:** Risking Their Lives to Protect Jewish Students

**September 2:** Law as an Instrument of Mass Crimes? The Legal System Under the Third Reich

**September 8:** Holocaust Distortion: Massacre of Memory

**September 9:** From Two Vantage Points: A Liberator and a Survivor of Bergen-Belsen

**September 10:** “One Museum, One Book” Book Club: Transcending Darkness

**September 16:** Harbor From the Holocaust

**September 16:** The IHRA Definition of Anti-Semitism: Eleven Examples, Eleven Stories

**September 16:** USC Shoah Foundation | Ancestry.com Partnership Event

**September 24:** The Long Way Home Excerpt

Click here for past video lectures from Yad Vashem

Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum

Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage

Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum

Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections

Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History

Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County

Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous

Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations

**FYI...** Click here for a heat map of the state-by-state survey of U.S. Millennial and Gen Z Holocaust Knowledge and Awareness.

**FYI...** US Holocaust Memorial Museum statement on the opening of the Eisenhower Memorial in Washington, DC

**FYI...** For the latest on the Baltics

**FYI...** Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news...*Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.*
Across Borders: International

For Some Holocaust Survivors, Even Liberation Was Dehumanizing

The trial before Nuremberg

Honoring British Righteous Among the Nations in Moscow ...

Chronicler tells of Jewish rescuers during Holocaust

The man who saved 900 Jewish boys INSIDE a death camp

Man who saved thousands during Holocaust designed Buckhead synagogue

The Little-Known Story of World War II's 'Last Million' Displaced People

Neo-Nazi Nordic Resistance Movement targets Jews on Yom Kippur

3 Holocaust monuments vandalized with swastikas in Ukraine and Russia

Author searches for Holocaust family who wrote mystery letter begging to be saved

Holocaust survivors share stories of stolen property in new campaign

The Lie of Viktor Frankl

Yes to Life In Spite of Everything: Viktor Frankl’s Re-Discovered Manuscript

How an American TV Mini-Series Helped the Germans Acknowledge the Holocaust

Brief / Yad Vashem and University of Notre Dame to advance Holocaust studies

The Holocaust vs. the rest: A new threat

It’s Tempting to Want to Forget the Past—But Dangerous. My Own Family’s History With the Nazi Party Is No Exception

The Painted Bird review – savage, searing three-hour tour of hell

Blind Love: A Holocaust Journey through Poland with Man’s Best Friend

Innocuous Google search yields antisemitic allusion to Holocaust

YouTube, Google, Apple Music and Spotify urged to remove French rapper’s songs on Hitler, Jews and money

Hong Kong cosmetics maker features blush named for Anne Frank

Brief / Cosmetics company apologizes for naming product after Anne Frank

Australia

Jewish Holocaust Centre reaching more students during pandemic

Austria

‘This will completely change Jewish life in Austria’: Thousands of Jews around the world expected to apply for Austrian citizenship through new rules

Vienna-born Israeli man, Ben Zion Lapid, 84, becomes first Jew to reclaim his Austrian citizenship under new law
Local descendant of Holocaust survivors visits Austria, considers new citizenship law
Austria to cover Jewish community’s entire security costs of about $4.7 million annually

Canada
Conservative MP Under Fire For Tweet With Anti-Semitic Undertones
Riva and Thomas O. Hecht Scholarship supporting Holocaust education continues in a new direction
Montreal Holocaust Museum exhibit honours 30 local survivors

China
Refugee who fled Nazis to Shanghai donates over 8,000 ...

Czech Republic
New Holocaust “Stepping Stones” Laid in Prague

France
A daring nun helped hide 83 Jewish children from the Nazis during WW2
The daring nun who hid and saved 83 Jewish children
Sisters reveal how a French nun defied the Nazis to save them and 81 other Jewish children during the Holocaust
Paris Neighborhood Honors 92-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor Who Died After Covid-19
Son of Murdered French Holocaust Survivor Mireille Knoll Blasts French Judiciary for ‘Unconscionable Treatment’ of Jews
More French students are learning the history of the Holocaust, survey shows

Germany
Most Germans knew Holocaust was happening, new film claims - France 24
Elderly Nazis Laugh as They Recall Massacring Jews
Elderly Nazis discuss involvement in Holocaust in new film
German infantry's role in Holocaust to be added to war memorial | DW | 16.09.2020
The forgotten children of Hamburg's forced labor camps | DW | 28.09.2020
Trump Emerges as Inspiration for Germany’s Far Right
Hundreds associated with anti-Semitic movement attempt to break into German parliament building
Anti-Semitism in Germany increased due to coronavirus protests | DW | 01.09.2020
Merkel slams anti-Semitism 'disgrace' on Jewish group's 70th
Rabbi Daniel Alter: There is an ‘anti-Semitic crisis in Germany’ | DW | 15.09.2020
Germany May Have Banished Nazism, but Its Medieval Anti-Semitism Is Still in Plain Sight

Jewish life in modern Germany | DW | 15.09.2020

Yom Kippur: How safe are Germany's synagogues? | DW | 27.09.2020

Yom Kippur synagogue attack leaves German Jews still uneasy

Conceived under the Nazis, completed after WWII: Überläufer films | DW | 11.09.2020

Israel

The lessons of the Holocaust are being forgotten

Holocaust survivor, 83, brutally beaten in Haifa park

How is COVID-19 affecting Holocaust survivors?

This Holocaust trauma thriller involved a Jewish character at first. Its Israeli director made the character Roma.

Italy

Auschwitz survivor speaks out on the atrocities of the Holocaust

Lithuania

Lithuanian police holding activist who protested glorification of alleged Holocaust perpetrators

Netherlands

Anne Frank’s Childhood Friend Lays First Stone of New Amsterdam Holocaust Name Monument

Friend of Anne Frank lays first stone of Amsterdam’s newest Holocaust monument

Friend of Anne Frank lays first stone at new Dutch Holocaust memorial

First stone laid at Dutch Holocaust Memorial in Amsterdam

Dutch city names as its resident poet a rapper who called the Holocaust a ‘cover-up for dumb sheep’

Dutch city of Haarlem withdraws honor from rapper who downplayed the Holocaust

New Zealand

New Zealanders demand removal of German Nazi's name from ski run | DW | 11.09.2020

Holocaust survivor welcomes new scholarship to combat denial of the mass genocide

Norway

Nazi-Occupied Norway Offers a Glimpse of What Hitler Wanted for the Entire World

Poland

Interview: Holocaust should not be forgotten, Polish historian warns - Xinhua | English.news.cn
Social distancing in the Warsaw Ghetto

Keeping Time In Auschwitz // Did a Girl Compose a Jewish ...

The systematic massacre of all children under 10 will forever be a stain on humanity, says TFN’s Stuart Dowell

The Remarkable Story of ‘Shtiler, Shtiler’

Polish auction house selling possessions of Holocaust survivor behind ‘The Pianist’ story

'The Pianist': Władysław Szpilman mementos to be auctioned in Warsaw | DW | 22.09.2020

How the Rabbi of the Warsaw Ghetto is Giving Me Comfort Today

2 US senators warn Poland’s president on anti-Semitism and restitution

Auschwitz museum director asks to trade his freedom for Nigerian boy jailed for blasphemy

Auschwitz Memorial director offers to serve sentence for Nigeria 'blasphemy' boy

Sweden

Sweden’s right-wing populist party seeks to draw support from local Jewish community

UK

UK Special Envoy for Post-Holocaust Issues responds to JUST ACT report

Child survivors who lost it all

Survivors share stories of what they lost during the Shoah

Family research into Holocaust surges during lockdown

Holocaust Survivor Remembered At Moving Bray Lake Ceremony

Legendary Broadcaster David Attenborough Recalls the Jewish Sisters His Family Saved From the Holocaust

UK broadcaster Attenborough, 94, hosts families of his Jewish refugee ‘sisters’

Film about Nicholas Winton, rescuer of children from the Nazis, stars Anthony Hopkins

Actor Anthony Hopkins to Star in New Holocaust Movie About Nicholas Winton, Who Saved 669 Children From Nazis

Anthony Hopkins to play Sir Nicholas Winton in new Holocaust film

Anthony Hopkins & Johnny Flynn To Star In Holocaust Drama ‘One Life’ About Nicholas Winton, Who Saved 669 Children From The Nazis; See-Saw & FilmNation Launch For Toronto Market

Berks Military History Museum in Mohnton unveils Holocaust exhibit

Review: Life Should Be Transparent

Brief / World Zionist Organization condemns Nazi vandalism in England on Yom Kippur

Mat Le Tissier Faces Huge Backlash Sharing Image Of Holocaust Victim Anne Frank
Ukraine
80 years after Babyn Yar massacre, researchers lift victims out of anonymity
Nearly 80 years after the Babyn Yar massacre, Ukrainian researchers lift victims out of anonymity
Sponsored: New center sheds light on previously unknown details of Holocaust’s Babyn Yar massacre
Ukraine signs memorandum supporting Babyn Yar Holocaust Memorial Center
Babi Yar at 79 … and its future
News / Ukrainian president honors victims of Babi Yar

USA
The Secret History of America’s Only WWII Refugee Camp
The Man Who Brought the Swastika to Germany, and How the Nazis Stole It
The Tree of the Jewish Righteous | Jerry Klinger | The Blogs
1987 WHYY Spotlight: Garden of the Righteous Gentiles
Queens Holocaust Survivor Continues Fighting for Family Property in Poland - The Tablet
Read about the legendary reporter who broke the news of the Nazi invasion, Clare Hollingworth.
‘Machiavellian’ German refugee Kissinger shaped US policy with Jewish philosophy
How Jewish history and the Holocaust fueled Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s quest for justice
What you need to know about George Soros, the Jewish philanthropist (still) at the center of right-wing conspiracy theories
George Soros is a leading target of anti-Semitism. These Jews openly criticize him anyway.
A Fox show called out Newt Gingrich for his George Soros rhetoric. Then its host apologized.
Trump has paid only lip service on Holocaust restitution
Joe Biden likens Donald Trump’s rhetoric to that of Nazi propagandist Joseph Goebbels
Biden compares Trump to Nazi propaganda minister
Biden, in Rosh Hashanah greeting, calls for change: ‘Got to be a better year’
Brief / Sens. Rosen, Lankford push Poland on anti-Semitism, Holocaust restitution
Trump campaign has accepted at least $2,000 over 3 years from neo-Nazi leader
Trump's Genes Comment 'Indistinguishable From Nazi Rhetoric' Expert On Holocaust Say
Jewish MSNBC commentator: ‘What is the difference between Adolf Hitler and Donald Trump?’
Are the Proud Boys anti-Semitic? Your primer on the far-right group Trump told to ‘stand back and stand by’
In first debate, Trump fails to condemn white supremacists
Republican congressional candidate Laura Loomer uses Holocaust imagery to attack Jewish opponent over Black Lives Matter support

Brief / Department of Homeland Security: White supremacists present gravest threat to US

Former ACLU president says censoring hate speech can backfire – just like it did in Nazi Germany

It is not too late for American Democracy — yet

Rep. John Fillmore compares mandating masks to tattooing Holocaust victims. Really?

How ‘Holocough’ Went from Anti-Semitic Threat to COVID-19 Truther Rallying Cry

Suspended nurse at the center of anti-lockdown protests called NHS 'the new Auschwitz'

Cancer, Covid, and Me

What Can We Learn From Holocaust Survivors as We Approach Rosh Hashanah?

In face of ongoing pandemic, New England March of the Living holds online event

Holocaust survivor, 81, dies from coronavirus in Boynton Beach

George Wolf, Caring Neighbor Who Glimpsed the Face of Evil, Dies at 92

Natalie Grauer, 91, Holocaust survivor who endured horrors

Holocaust survivor Froman affected thousands

Holocaust Survivor to Speak to Campus on Oct. 1

Holocaust survivor in Oak Bay shares story of love and hope

South Florida’s Jewish community surprises Holocaust survivor on eve of Rosh Hashanah

18 tips for living your best life from a Holocaust survivor

I Survived The Holocaust. Here's How I Held Onto Hope

Holocaust survivor to receive top military police medal

Why do women change their stories of sexual assault? Holocaust testimonies may provide clues

A Holocaust Survivor’s Horror at the Youth of America

Nearly 20 percent of millennials, Gen Z in NY believe Jews caused the Holocaust: survey

Millennial and Gen Z Holocaust survey spells doom for our democracy

Study: More than one in 10 Americans under 40 thinks Jews caused the Holocaust

Nearly two-thirds of US young adults unaware 6m Jews killed in the Holocaust

News/New survey reveals critical gaps in how millennials, Gen Z’ers know little about Holocaust

First-Ever 50-State Survey On Holocaust Knowledge Of American Millennials And Gen Z Reveals Shocking Results

Senator Todd Kaminsky: Results of Holocaust Survey "Shocking"

Holocaust history: Millennials, Gen Z can't name concentration camps
Now Is the Time to Fix Holocaust Education in the U.S.

‘It’s Not About History. It’s About The Future’: Holocaust Education Survey Shows Lack Of Knowledge Nationwide, In West Virginia

Rulli bill would heighten holocaust awareness in Ohio

U of R Prof says better Holocaust education is needed, ‘teaches about the deep links—especially for ideology of white supremacy—between antisemitism, anti-Black & anti-POC racism'

Stop the fear-mongering. Holocaust education is good – and it works.

Holocaust knowledge limited, survey says. Some teachers aim to change that.

Museum unveils digital education resources to make Holocaust education available statewide

AZ Board of Education considers mandatory Holocaust education

Holocaust-education resolution for the New Year: Uniting for the sake of future generations

Chicago rabbi facing criminal charges, accused of Ponzi scheme that allegedly defrauded Holocaust survivor

Bleecker Street Nabs Animated Doc 'The Klarsfelds' From Alexis Bloom, Alex Gibney

Holocaust survivors socialize virtually through Zoom & Schmooze

Seattle-area Holocaust survivor has hope: ‘You are looking at a person who has risen from the ashes’

Holocaust Daughters: A Genre

Holocaust survivor’s daughter takes on ‘Never Forget’ mission | Faith Matters

'They Lived. They Mattered.' - Morristown Author's 'Heart Songs' Is Love Letter To Relatives Murdered By Nazis

When the Holocaust Becomes an Obsession

New York Times Best-Selling Author And Holocaust Survivor Edith Eger On Her Self-Help Book 'The Gift'

Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away

Nontraditional Fall Memorial keeps alive Holocaust victims

Roma angle on Holocaust story - IJN | Intermountain Jewish News

Holocaust Museum Houston debuts ‘Mandela: Struggle For Freedom’ exhibition

CANDLES Holocaust Museum Feels Strain Of Adapting To COVID-19

Holocaust Museum fundraiser to focus on rising hate, racism

Israeli House to establish first Holocaust memorial in Georgia

Bench, Peace Pole Dedicated In Memory Of Holocaust Survivor

Holocaust Center of Pittsburgh marks 40 years

Survivors discuss ‘never forget’ at Kol Israel exhibit opening
Local School Adds Holocaust Memoir By Syosset Resident To Curriculum - Long Island Weekly

Students interview Holocaust survivors

A-List Songwriters Collaborate With Holocaust Survivor for New EP ‘Choose Love,’ Based on His Experiences

Holocaust education, survivor testimony leads to 'empathy, tolerance'

Scribe | Holocaust education is more relevant than ever

The Dark Side of Holocaust Education

Holocaust Fatigue? The Memory Matters for Justice and Liberty

Stockton University announces $25,000 Holocaust and genocide studies scholarship

WQED documentary sheds light on the Jews of Shanghai

Cleveland: Comprehending the Holocaust through literature

Nelson Mandela exhibition to make U.S. premiere at Holocaust Museum Houston

These violins survived the Holocaust. COVID-19 sent them back into hiding

More Than 16,500 Tune into Weekly Movie Series about Heroism of Rescuers During the Holocaust

Ronald Harwood, Oscar-winning screenwriter of ‘The Pianist,’ dies at 85

Juna Givhan Sings of ‘Hope’ at Birmingham Holocaust Education Center

See 12 Stunning Portraits of World War II Veterans

As Holocaust awareness declines in US, youth make art to preserve fading history

Singing What You Couldn’t Say To The Nazis

Holocaust survivor, Korean War hero, and one-man wrecking crew: New comic celebrates MoH recipient Tibor Rubin

The Holocaust vs. the rest: A new threat

Ex-Nazi Hunter Seeks US Entry Ban on Top Palestinian Official Teaching at Harvard Over Alleged Terror Incitement

Miami Herald editor blames ‘internal failures’ after ...

Miami Herald apologizes after publishing 'inflammatory ...

New Book Takes a Look at Holocaust Humor — Detroit Jewish News

Target removes costume resembling clothes worn by Jewish diarist Anne Frank

Yellow-star Holocaust T-shirts removed from Amazon

Student Sparks Campaign To Remove Holocaust-Themed Halloween Costumes — Detroit Jewish News

TikTok Holocaust trend shows that we need to teach the ethics of remembrance

Army investigating soldier who made Holocaust joke on TikTok
Army lieutenant gets lost trying to navigate human decency after joking about the Holocaust on TikTok

US Army investigating officer, a popular social media influencer, for TikTok video featuring Holocaust joke

Brief / US Army suspends officer for Holocaust joke on TikTok

TikTok's appalling 'Holocaust challenge' signals Facebook-style problems ahead

Posters glorifying Nazism hung at Arizona State U

Nazi Flags Seen Being Sold At Braddock’s Inn Flea Market In Fayette County

Swastikas spray-painted in Chattanooga, Tenn.

After complaint, tiny Swastika, NY, decides nothing wrong with town's name

New York State Town of 'Swastika' Keeps Its Name, Despite Symbolizing Nazi Regime

Vatican

Pope Pius XII was no saint

Film, Book Explore Church's Role in Holocaust - San Diego Jewish World

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

*We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.*
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